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3 Posizioni indicati

Louie Bossi's
"Fresh Italian Cuisine"

by Riedelmeier

Located on Las Olas Boulevard, Louie Bossi's serves fresh Italian delights
in an expansive, family-friendly place. The restaurant's chef and
namesake, Louie Bossi himself, takes his business seriously, and this is
reflected in their hand-made bread and pizza dough. To top it off, Bossi's
will present you with an option of 14 different types of pasta, cannoli
shells and house-made sauces. Try the roasted porcetta-laden sandwich
called The Boss, and the fragrant pizzas that come highly recommended.
Choose from a menu of wine, beer and cocktails to go with the Italian fare.

+1 954 356 6699 (Reservations)

www.louiebossi.com/ft-lauderdale

1032 East Las Olas Boulevard, Fort
Lauderdale FL

Dolce Salato Pizza & Gelato
"Fabulous Italian Treats"

by Riedelmeier

+1 954 463 7677

Located in the heart of Wilton Manors is Dolce Salato Pizza & Gelato, an
Italian run restaurant that dishes out some of the finest pizzas in the city.
This highly acclaimed eatery offers a wide variety of authentic Italian style
and Americanized pizzas that have a light and airy crust that's generously
loaded with toppings and served piping hot. They also serve a range of
salads, wraps, pies, lasagne, and panini along with absolutely delicious
Italian Gelato. This restaurant is highly recommended and definitely
warrants a visit when in the city.
www.dolce-salato.net

ourproject@dolcesalato.net

2406 Wilton Drive, Wilton
Manors FL

Primanti Brothers Restaurant
"Beachside Italian Fare"

by Mae Mu on Unsplash

+1 954 565 0605

Located right across Central Beach is Primanti Brothers Restaurant, an
eatery that is known for its delicious sandwiches and pizzas. Treat
yourself to a day of fabulous Italian fare here with sandwiches for
breakfast, pizzas for lunch, and salads for dinner topping off every meal
with some tasty dessert. Authentic Italian flavors and an American flair
combine beautifully to present you with a meal that's sure to be
unforgettable. The service is friendly and quick and the food is very
reasonably priced. Do not miss a visit to Primanti Brothers Restaurant
when in the neighborhood.
www.primantibros.com/locations/ftlauderdale-beach/

901 North Atlantic Boulevard, Fort
Lauderdale FL
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